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to the fact that the final pressure and the volunie change AV also depend on the external pressure. These terms can increase the contribution pAV/2. Nevertheless,
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this latter quantity I. a better estimate of the additional internal energy than pV and. pAV/2 will probably not amount to much more than 10 10 7D of pV. This amount is too email to cause a cubstatial dIfference in the detonation process.
The second argument is of 4 . uaUtative nature. The effect of the eierna1 pressure on the energy fails to explain the aarent influence of.shear stress.
Another exp1enatioi that has been proposed Is connected with the considerable
• local heating which great shear stresses may produce. However, a detonation requires that appropriate energy storage should be available evoiywhcre in the crystal. Strong local heating could explain only the triggering of the detonation wave and not the propagatIon of that wave. The real problem is to explain the mechanism of this propagatIon, and local production of heat is of no real help in this respect.
it is most probable that the explanation of the phenomenon is connected with a lowering of the activation energy. Another way of stating this is that the work stored in the material due to compression and shear becomes available Let us symbolically represent. the motion of the system from the original state through the activated state into the iinal state by the motion of a point from a somewhat higher parabola to a somewhat lower parabola. This sItuation is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Points 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the original peition, the activated state, and the end product If we aèeurne that the crytai is compressed.
it is natural to assume that the axes of the two parabolas will come closer to each other. Then a situation will arise as shown in FIg. 1(b) . It will be noticed that the 
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In the Compressed àrystal, however, the activated state can depend on the position of all the neighboring atoms. That the position of a dozen atoms should have, a strong influence on the height of an activated state is not too surprising.
The volumo of tbee atomS contains a large enough portion of the compression energy to account for the change in activation energy.
It should, of ouree, be realized that this model represents only one of several. possibilities by which the probability of the activated àtate can be increased in an effective manner. In particular, it is possible that the entropy of the activated state Will be increased by the compression.
In view of the experimental facts concerning shear stress, it is of particular Interest to find out whether by shearing the substance one might accomplish a greater atocage of energy. and make more energy available for the reduction.
of the activated state. 'As .a ride, the shear stress is conEiderably smaller than the stress in the compression. On the other hand 1 the shear strain is very, much greater than the displacement of the atoms in the compression. It is therefore quito poesible that the work performed by the shear etr5es make the greatest contribution to the energy store of the substance. it would be of intaret to find methods by which to measure the egy that has been made available to the substance by the shear stresses. This could be done by 'measuring the work of the shear stresses and by subtracting from this work the energy that hal been transformed into heat through local slippages. In an idealexperiratont these local'slippages should.
be avoided and the stress should not contribute to the heating of the crystal prior to the explosive transformation. .
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